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1. Naeba-anroku Geopark

 
①A town and village where the population does not decrease, ② Regions where the current state can be

maintained well even in an aging society, organically linking other industries with the pillar of what is

going on at the Naeba-Sanroku (for example, the story of blessings of snow) , ③ aim for the realization of a

society in which industries such as agriculture, industry etc. are maintained and continued, to reduce

wisdom. I will learn the Naeba-Sanroku Geopark and increase the number of residents that Tsunan Town

and Sakae village will become more like Sakae Village. 

 

 

 

The population decreases. Schools decrease. A lot of snow falls. It is far from the city. It takes time to get

to the Shinkansen and expressway. If only minus aspects are caught, nothing is born. It is only decline. It

seems that it is an opportunity for a shift of positive ideas now. 

 

Its main origin is still education, it is educational activities for residents. In particular, I believe education

for children who grow up on Tsunan Town in the future is essential. As a part of learning to learn about

the area, it is very much appreciated by those in the position to promote to clearly position

"Naeba-Sanroku Geopark" in the educational handbook of the town. At elementary and junior high

schools and secondary education schools in the town, we actively introduce Naeba-Sanroku Geoparks in

school education, and in the presentation of the learning presentation and comprehensive learning, we

visited the geo site, Practice on disaster prevention drills etc. are introduced.  

 

What they experienced in the future would be to be deeply and strongly imprinted somewhere in their

mind, someday going to another place someday. And it will become a person who likes this city even

more. We confidently and strongly promote the business of Naeba-Sanroku Geopark and nurture bright

and hopeful people.
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